Roberto Esposito: Author of Bios: Biopolitics and Philosophy

Italian Institute for the Human Sciences, Naples

Monday, April 13
Keynote Lecture
Roberto Esposito. “Biopolitics and Philosophy”
5 pm, University Room, Hyde Hall, UNC

Tuesday, April 14
Roundtable Discussion
Roberto Esposito, Timothy Campbell (Cornell), Michael Hardt (Duke), & Sofia Näsström (University of Stockholm): “Biopolitics and Biopower”
4 pm, University Room, Hyde Hall, UNC

Wednesday, April 15
Public Lecture
Roberto Esposito: “Community and Violence”

Public Lecture
Sofia Näsström: “Defending the People: Reason and Self-Preservation in Communicative Action”
5 pm, Rm. 1005, FedEx Global Education Center, UNC

For more information, visit unc.edu/clct